This paper proposes a push and pull search method in the framework of differential evolution (PPS-DE) to solve constrained singleobjective optimization problems (CSOPs). More specifically, two sub-populations, including the top and bottom sub-populations, are collaborated with each other to search global optimal solutions efficiently. The top sub-population adopts the pull and pull search (PPS) mechanism to deal with constraints, while the bottom sub-population use the superiority of feasible solutions (SF) technique to deal with constraints. In the top sub-population, the search process is divided into two different stages -push and pull stages. In the push stage, a CSOP is optimized without considering any constraints, which can help to get across to infeasible regions. In the pull stage, the CSOP is optimized with an improved epsilon constraint-handling method, which can help the population to search for feasible solutions. An adaptive DE variant with three trial vector generation strategies -DE /rand/1, DE/current-to-rand/1, and DE/current-to-pbest/1 is employed in the proposed PPS-DE. In the top sub-population, all the three trial vector generation strategies are used to generate offsprings, just like in CoDE. In the bottom sub-population, a strategy adaptation, in which the trial vector generation strategies are periodically self-adapted by learning from their experiences in generating promising solutions in the top sub-population, is used to choose a suitable trial vector generation strategy to generate one offspring. Furthermore, a parameter adaptation strategy from LSHADE44 is employed in both sup-populations to generate scale factor F and crossover rate CR for each trial vector generation strategy. Twenty-eight CSOPs with 10-, 30-, and 50-dimensional decision variables provided in the CEC2018 competition on real parameter single objective optimization are optimized by the proposed PPS-DE. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed PPS-DE has the best performance compared with the other seven state-of-the-art algorithms, including AGA-PPS, LSHADE44, LSHADE44+IDE, UDE, IUDE, ǫMAg-ES and C 2 oDE.
Introduction
Many real-world optimization problems can be formulated as constrained optimization problems which have a set of constraints [1] , [2] . Without lose of generality, a constrained singleobjective optimization problem (CSOP) can be defined as follows:
where f (x) is the objective function. x is the decision vector.
x i is the i-th component of
is the decision space, where L i and U i are the lower and the upper bounds of x i . g i (x) denotes the i-th inequality constraint, and h j (x) denotes the j-th equality constraint.
In order to evaluate the constraint violation of a solution x, the overall constraint violation method is a widely used method which summaries all the constraints into a scalar value φ(x) as follows:
σ is an extremely small positive number, which is set to 0.0001 as suggested in Ref. [3] . If φ(x) = 0, x is a feasible solution, otherwise it is an infeasible solution.
As a kind of population-based optimization algorithms, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have attracted lots of interest in solving CSOPs. Because they have not any requirements for the objectives and constraints of CSOPs. To solve CSOPs, there are two basic components in constrained EAs. One is the singleobjective evolutionary algorithm (SOEA), and the other is the constraint-handling technique.
In terms of SOEAs, differential evolution (DE) is arguably one of the most powerful and versatile evolutionary optimizers in recent times [4, 5] . There are two main reasons. The first reason is that the structure of DE is very simple. It is very easy to implement a DE algorithm by using any currently popular programming languages. The second reason is that the number of parameters in DE is few. It is very convenient for a novice to solve optimization problems by using DE [6] . In recent years, many different DE variants have been suggested, which include FADE [7] , jDE [8] , JADE [9] , CoDE [10] , SHADE [11] , LSHADE [12] , LSHADE44 [13] and so on. In FADE [7] , fuzzy logic controllers are employed to adapt the search parameters for the mutation operation and crossover operation.
In jDE [8] , a self-adaptive method is proposed to determine the values of the scale factor F and the crossover rate CR. In JADE [9] , a current-to-pbest/1 with an optional external archive and a greedy mutation operator are proposed. It adaptively updates the control parameters F and CR in each generation. CoDE [10] combines three trial vector generation strategies and three control parameter settings randomly to generate trial vectors. In SHADE [11] , an adaptive technique of parameter settings by using successful historic memories is proposed to generate trial vectors. LSHADE [12] is an improved version of SHADE, which reduces the population size linearly during the evolutionary process. As an variant of LSHADE, LSHADE44 [13] proposes a strategy to select four different kinds of trial vector generation strategies adaptively.
The constraint-handling technique is the other key component in constrained EAs. Many constraint-handling methods have been proposed in evolutionary optimization [14, 15] . They can be generally classified into four different types, including penalty function methods, separation of objectives and constraints, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) and hybrid methods [14, 15, 16] .
The penalty function method is a widely used method due to its simplicity in the constraint handling ( [17] ). It adopts a penalty factor λ to maintain a balance between minimizing the objectives and satisfying the constraints. A CSOP is converted into an unconstrained single-objective optimization problem (SOP) by adding the overall constraint violation multiplied by a predefined penalty factor λ to the objective [16] . If λ = ∞, this penalty function method is called a death penalty approach [18] , which means that infeasible solutions are completely unacceptable. If λ is a static value during the evolutionary process, it is called a static penalty method [19] . If λ is changing during the evolutionary process, it is called a dynamic penalty method [20] . In the case in which λ is dynamically changing according to the information collected during the evolutionary process, it is called an adaptive penalty approach [21, 22, 23, 24] . However, given an arbitrary CSOP, the ideal penalty factors cannot be known in advance. In fact, the ideal penalty factors should be dynamic parameters.
In the separation of objectives and constraints methods, the objectives and constraints are compared separately. Compared with the penalty function methods, there is no need to tune the penalty factors. This type of constraint-handling method has a relatively high impact in evolutionary optimization in recent years. Representative examples include the superiority of feasible (SF) solutions [25] , ε constraint-handling method [26] , stochastic ranking approach (SR) [27] , and so on. In SF [25] , three basic rules are used to compare any two solutions. In rule 1, for two infeasible solutions, the one with less overall constraint violation is better. In rule 2, if one solution is feasible and the other is infeasible, the feasible one is preferred. In rule 3, for two feasible solutions, the one with a smaller objective value is better. In ε constraint-handling method, the relaxation of the constraints is controlled by the epsilon level ε, which can help to maintain a search balance between feasible and infeasible regions during the evolutionary process. In the ε constrainthandling method, if the overall constraint violation of a solution is less than ε, this solution is deemed feasible. Therefore, the epsilon level ε is a critical parameter. In the case of ε = 0, ε constraint-handling method is the same as SF [28] . Although ε constraint-handling is a very popular method, controlling the ε level properly is not at all trivial.
In SR [27] , a probability parameter p f ∈ [0, 1] is employed to decide whether the comparison is based on objectives or constraints. For any two solutions, if a random number is less than or equal to p f , the one with the smaller objective value is better-i.e., the comparison is based on objectives. If the random number is greater than p f , the comparison is based on the overall constraint violation.
In order to balance the constraints and the objectives, some researchers adopt multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) to deal with constraints [29] . For example, the constraints of a CSOP can be converted into one or k extra objectives. Then the CSOP is transformed into an unconstrained 2-or (1 + k)-objective optimization problem, which can be solved by MOEAs. Representative examples include Cai and Wang's Method (CW) [30] and the infeasibility driven evolutionary algorithms (IDEA) [31] .
In the type of hybrid constraint-handling methods, several constraint-handling mechanisms are hybrid to deal with constraints. For example, the adaptive trade-off model (ATM) [32] uses two different constraint-handling mechanisms, including a multi-objective approach and an adaptive penalty function method, in different evolutionary stages. In Ref. [33] , three different constraint-handling techniques, including ε constrainthandling [26] , self-adaptive penalty functions (SP) [24] and SF [28] , are employed to deal with constraints.
It can be concluded that most above-mentioned constrainthandling methods have some limitations. The recently proposed push and pull search [34] is a general framework to deal with constrained optimization. It has already been proved that PPS has many advantages in deal with constrained multi-objective optimization problems [34] . In this paper, we try to investigate the performance of PPS in solving CSOPs. The PPS method is integrated into an adaptive DE framework to solve CSOPs. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• The push and pull search technique and SF constrainthandling method are successfully embedded into an adaptive DE framework for constrained single-objective optimization.
• Two sub-populations, which use different constraint-handling mechanisms and trial vector generation strategies, are collaborated with each other efficiently to search for global optimal solutions.
• The comprehensive experimental results indicate that the proposed PPS-DE provides state-of-the-art performance on the 28 CSOPs suggested in the CEC2018 competition on real parameter single objective optimization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related work adaptive DE algorithms. Section 3 introduces the proposed method PPS-DE in detail. Comprehensive experimental results and discussions are given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are made in Section 5.
Related Work
In this section, some related work on adaptive DE algorithms are introduced. The proposed PPS-DE employs an adaptive DE algorithm which is inspired from some adaptive DE variants, including CoDE [10] , C 2 oDE [6] , LSHADE44+IDE [35] , UDE [36] , IUDE [37] and AGA-PPS [38] . The description of each DE algorithm is given as follows:
• CoDE -CoDE [10] [9] , jDE [8] , SaDE [39] , and EPSDE [40] , and three non-DE variants, i.e., CLPSO [41] , CMA-ES [42] , and GL-25 [43] on 25 global numerical optimization problems used in the CEC2005 special session on real-parameter optimization.
• C 2 oDE -C 2 oDE [6] is an extension of CoDE [10] for solving CSOPs. It also adopts three different trial vector generation strategies, including DE/current-to-rand/1, DE/current-to-best/1, and modified DE/rand-to-best/1, to balance diversity and convergence of a working population. In terms of constraint-handling, a new comparison rule, which combines the feasibility rule [25] with the ε constrained method [26] , is proposed. When generating offsprings, three trial vectors are created by using the three trial vector generation strategies. Then, the best trial vector is selected by using the feasibility rule, and the selected trial vector is used to update its parent by using the ε constrained method. Moreover, a restart scheme is proposed to help the population jump out of a local optimal in the infeasible region for some extremely complex CSOPs.
• LSHADE44 -LSHADE44 [13] is an enhanced version of LSHADE [12] which was a first ranked algorithm at the CEC2014 competition on real-Parameter single objective optimization. In LSHADE44, four different trial vector generation strategies, including DE/current-to-pbest/1/bin, DE/current-to-pbest/1/exp, DE/rand1/1/bin, and DE/randr1/1/exp, are adopted to generate an offspring. The newly generated offspring updates its parent by using the feasibility rule [25] to deal with constraints.
• LSHADE44+IDE -The search process of LSHADE44+IDE [35] is divided into two stages. In the first stage, the search of feasible individuals is carried out by minimization of the mean constraint violation. When a number of feasible individuals given a priori is found or the predefined portion of function evaluations (FES) is consumed, the search process is switched to the second stage. In the second stage, the function value is minimized until the stopping criteria is met. If a sufficient amount of feasible individuals is found in the first stage, the feasible solutions are adopted as an initial population for the second search stage, otherwise the individuals with the smallest mean constraint violation are used as an initial population for the second stage. An adaptive version of DE named LSHADE44 [44] with reduction of the population size of four DE strategies is used in the first search stage. The adaptive DE variant with individual-dependent technique [45] is employed in the second search stage.
• UDE -UDE [36] is inspired from some popular DE variants, including CoDE [10] , JADE [9] , SaDE [39] , and ranking-based mutation operator [46] . It ranked second in the CEC 2017 competition on constrained real parameter optimization. In UDE, three trial vector generation strategies and two types of control parameter settings are combined. More specifically, UDE divides the working population into two sub-populations. In the top sup-population, UDE used all the three trial vector generation strategies on each target vector, just like in CoDE [10] . In the bottom sub-population, strategy adaptation is applied to select a trial vector generation strategy to generate a offspring. In the strategy adaptation, the three trial vector generation strategies are periodically self-adapted by learning from their experiences in generating promising solutions in the top sub-population. In addition, a DE mutation strategy based on local search operation is adopted in UDE. A static penalty method is used to deal with constraints in UDE.
• IUDE -IUDE [37] is an improved version of UDE [36] . It ranked first in the CEC2018 competition on real parameter single objective optimization. In IUDE, the constrainthandling method is a combination of ε constraint-handling technique [26] and superiority of feasible solutions method [25] , while in UDE, only the static penalty method is adopted to deal with constraints. Furthermore, IUDE employs the parameter adaptation technique in LSHADE44 [13] to generate offsprings, while UDE utilizes a control parameter pool to generate offsprings.
• AGA-PPS -AGA-PPS [38] adopted an adaptive method to select recombination operators, including differential evolution (DE) operators and polynomial operators. Moreover, a push and pull search (PPS) method is employed to deal with constraints. The PPS has two search stages -the push stage and the pull stage. In the push stage, a CSOP is optimized without considering constraints. In the pull stage, the CSOP is optimized with an improved epsilon constraint-handling method. The experimental results show that AGA-PPS is significantly better than other three DEs (LSHADE44+IDE, LSHADE44 and UDE) on the CEC 2017 competition on constrained real parameter optimization, which manifests that AGA-PPS is a quite competitive algorithm for solving CSOPs.
Proposed Method
In this section, the proposed PPS-DE algorithm is presented. The proposed PPS-DE is a significantly enhanced version of AGA-PPS [38] . The primary feature of the proposed PPS-DE lies in strengthening the DE algorithm and the constrainthandling method. PPS-DE is inspired from the following stateof-the-art DE variants, including CoDE [10] , C 2 oDE [6] , LSHADE44+IDE [35] , UDE [36] , IUDE [37] and AGA-PPS [38] . PPS-DE uses three different trial vector generation strategies, including modified DE/rand/1/bin, DE/current-to-pbest/1, and DE/current-torand/1, to generate three trial vectors. In PPS-DE, the working population is divided into two sub-populations, including the top and the bottom sub-populations. In the top sub-population, PPS-DE employs all the three trial vector generation strategies on each target vector, just like in CoDE [10] and C 2 oDE [6] . In the bottom sub-population, an strategy adaptation, in which the trial vector generation strategies are periodically adapted by learning from their experiences in generating successful solutions in the top sub-population, is employed to select a trial vector generation strategy to generate one trial vector. The constraint-handling in the top sub-population is based on the PPS, and the bottom sub-population adopts the feasibility rule [25] to deal with constraints. Furthermore, the control parameter settings adaptation strategy proposed in LSHADE44 [13] is also used in the PPS-DE algorithm. In the replacement process, the PPS is used to select individuals into the next generation.
Push and Pull Search
Push and pull search (PPS) is a general framework which is aim to solve constrained optimization problems [34] . It first proposed to solve constrained multi-objective optimization problems (CMOPs), which is able to balance objective minimization and constraint satisfaction. The PPS divides the search process into two different stages. In the first stage, only the objectives are optimized, which means the working population is pushed toward the unconstrained global optimum without considering any constraints. In the pull stage, an improved epsilon constraint-handling approach is adopted to pull the working population to the constrained global optimum. In CMOPs, the influence of infeasible regions on Pareto fronts (PFs) can be classified into three different situations [34] . In the first situation, infeasible regions block the way towards the PF. In the second situation, the unconstrained PF is covered by infeasible regions and all of it is infeasible. In the last situation, infeasible regions make the original unconstrained PF partially feasible.
In CSOPs, the influence of infeasible regions on the global optimum can be categorized into two different situations. In the first situation, infeasible regions block the way towards the global optimum, and the constrained global optimum is the same as its unconstrained global optimum. In the second situation, the unconstrained is covered by infeasible regions and the unconstrained global optimum is different to its constrained global optimum. For CSOPs, we also need to trade off objective minimization and constraint satisfaction. Therefore, it is quite natural to use PPS to solve CSOPs.
In the push search stage, a newly generated solution y i is retained into the next generation based on the objective value as described in Algorithm 1.
In the pull stage, infeasible solutions are pulled to the feasible regions by using the improved epsilon constraint-handling method. The details can be found in Ref. [34] . A newly generated solution y i is selected for survival into the next generation based on the objective value, the overall constraint violation φ(y i ) and the value of ε(k), as illustrated by Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Pull Search When solving CSOPs, the decision as to when to switch from the push to the pull search process is also very critical in the PPS. A strategy for when to switch the search behavior is suggested as follows.
where r G represents the change rate of the minimal objective value during the last L generations.
are the indexes of solutions with the minimum objective values in generation G and G − L, respectively. ǫ is a user-defined parameter. In this paper, we have set ǫ = 1e − 3. ∆ is a very small positive number, which is used to make sure that the denominator in Eq. (3) is not equal to zero. In this paper, ∆ is set to 1e−6. At the beginning of the search, r G is initialized to 1.0. At each generation, r G is updated according to Eq. (3). If r k is less than or equal to the predefined threshold ǫ, the search behavior is switched to the pull search.
Trial Vector Generation Strategy Adaptation
As discussed above, the working population of PPS-DE is divided into two sub-populations, including the top sub-population P t and the bottom sub-population P b . The top sub-population P t adopts three different trial vector generation strategies, including modified DE/rand/1/bin, DE/current-to-pbest/1, and DE/currentto-rand/1, to generate three trial vectors. The trial vector generation strategy with the best trial vector scores a win according to the PPS method. At each generation, the success rate of each trial vector generation strategy is calculated over the previous L p generations. For example, NW 1 , NW 2 , and NW 3 are the number of wins of trial vector generation strategy 1, 2, and 3 over the previous L p generations. The success rate S R i of trial vector generation strategy i is defined as
In the bottom subpopulation P b , a trial vector generation strategy is selected according to its success rate which is calculated in the top sub-population P t . Then, the selected trial vector generation strategy is employed to generate a trial vector. It is worth noting that each trial vector generation strategy has the same probability to be selected when the generation counter k is less than L p .
Control Parameter Settings Adaptation
In PPS-DE, the parameter adaptation principle of LSHADE44 [13] is used in both sub-populations. In PPS-DE, three trial vector generation strategies are employed. Each trial vector generation strategy needs to set two parameters, including the scale factor F and the crossover rate CR. Three pairs of memories 
w t = ∆ f unc t
where f unc is objective function f in the case of the old point x t is replaced by y t because f (y t ) was less or equal than f (x t ). In the case of the old point x t is replaced by y t because φ(y t ) was less or equal than φ(x t ), f unc is overall constraint violation function φ. The scale factor F and the crossover rate CR are generated as follows. In the set {1, . . . , H}, a rand number k is selected first. Then, F is a random number from the Cauchy distribution with parameters (M F k , 0.1). F is regenerated until it is bigger than 0. If F > 1, F is set to one. CR is a random number from the Gauss distribution with parameters (M CR k , 0.1). CR is truncated into interval [0,1].
Constraint Handling
In PPS-DE, two different kinds of constraint handling methods are employed. They are PPS technique [34] and the superiority of feasible (SF) solutions method [25] . More specifically, in the top subpopulation, the PPS technique is adopted as the constraint-handling method to select the best trial vectors. The SF constraint-handling method is used to sort each solution of a population in increasing order. Then the sorted population is divided into the top and the bottom sub-populations. In the replacement process, the PPS technique is also used to select solutions into the next generation.
The Framework of the Proposed Method
Algorithm 3 outlines the pseudocode of the proposed PPS-DE algorithm. The generation counter G and the population P are initialized at line 1. At line 2, the initialized population is evaluated, and the number of consumed function evaluations is recorded. The number of wins of each trial vector generation strategy i is initialized at line 3. Memories M j F k and M j CR k which are used to set F and CR are also initialized at line 3.
The algorithm repeats lines 4-24 until FES is greater than MaxFES . At line 5, ε(G) is calculated according to the PPS Method. The working population P is divided into top and bottom sub-populations at line 6. Lines 7-11 show the process of generating offsprings in the top sub-population. At line 12, the best T offsprings are selected out from the newly generated solutions according to the PPS method. The number of wins corresponding to winning trial vector generation strategy is updated at line 13. The success rate S R j of trial vector generation strategy j is calculated at line 14. Lines 15-19 show the process of generating offsprings in the bottom sub-population. It is worth noting that only one trial vector is generated at each iteration. At line 20, the one-to-one comparison is employed to select solutions to the next generation according to the PPS method. Three pairs of memories M j F k and M j CR k for adaptation of F and CR are updated at line 21. The best solution in the current generation is selected out at line 22. Finally, the generation counter G is updated at line 23.
Experimental Study

Experimental settings
Seven state-of-the art constrained EAs, including AGA-PPS [38] , LSHADE44 [13] , LSHADE44+IDE [35] , UDE [36] , IUDE [37] , ǫMAg-ES [47] and C 2 oDE [6] , are employed to compare with the proposed PPS-DE on the 28 benchmark problems with 10-, 30-and 50-dimensional decision variables provided in the CEC2018 competition on real parameter single objective opti- Friedman aligned test is used to check whether the difference between the proposed PPS-DE and the compared algorithms is statistically significant. The Friedman aligned test is carried out with a 0.05 significance level.
Discussion of Experiments
The mean values and the standard deviations of the objectives on the test instances C01 -C28 with D = 10 achieved by eight algorithms in 25 independent runs are listed in Table 1. The Friedman aligned test indicates that PPS-DE ranks the highest among the eight algorithms, as shown in the last row of Table 1 . The p-value computed through the statistics of the Friedman aligned test is 0, which strongly suggests the existence of significant differences among the eight tested algorithms. For C01-06, C13, C16, C19, C25 and C28 with 10-dimensional decision vectors, PPS-DE can achieved the global optimal solutions steadily. In the 28 test instances, PPS-DE has the best performance on 16 test problems among the eight tested algorithms, which indicates the superiority of the PPS-DE.
The statistic results of the objectives on the test instances C01 -C28 with D = 30 achieved by eight algorithms in 25 independent runs are listed in Table 2 . On the 28 test instances, PPS-DE has the best performance on 10 test problems among the eight tested algorithms. The Friedman aligned test also indicates that PPS-DE ranks first among the eight algorithms, as shown in the last row of Table 2 . The p-value computed through Calculate ε(G).
6
Divide P into top sub-population P t and bottom sub-population P b according to the SF constraint-handling method. Use the PPS method to select best T offsprings from the newly generated solutions.
13
Update the number of wins corresponding to winning trial vector generation strategy j as NW j = NW j + 1; Using the one-to-one comparison to select solutions to the next generation to form population P according to the PPS method. (4)- (9);
22
Finding the best solution according to the SF constraint handling method in the current population P;
the statistics of the Friedman aligned test is 0, which strongly suggests the existence of significant differences among the eight tested algorithms. Table 3 shows the mean values and the standard deviations of the objectives on the test instances C01 -C28 with D = 50 achieved by eight algorithms in 25 independent runs. In the 28 test instances, PPS-DE has the best performance on 10 test problems among the eight tested algorithms. The Friedman aligned test also indicates that PPS-DE ranks the highest among the eight algorithms, as shown in the last row of Table 3 . The pvalue computed through the statistics of the Friedman aligned test is 0, which strongly suggests the existence of significant differences among the eight tested algorithms.
From the above observation, it is clear that PPS-DE is significantly better than the other seven algorithms on most of the 28 test instances. One possible reason is that, among the 28 test problems, there are many instances whose global optimal solutions are the same as those of their unconstrained counterparts. In PPS-DE, the global optimal solutions can be achieved in the push stage without dealing with any constraints.
Conclusion
This paper extended the PPS framework to solve CSOPs. More specifically, the proposed PPS-DE integrated PPS technique and an adaptive DE algorithm to deal with CSOPs. Three trial vector generation strategies -DE /rand/1, DE/currentto-rand/1, and DE/current-to-pbest/1 are used in the proposed PPS-DE. In PPS-DE, two sub-populations are employed to collaborated with each other to search for global optimal solutions. The top sub-population adopts the PPS technique to deal with constraints, while the bottom sub-population use the SF technique to deal with constraints. In the top sub-population, all the three trial vector generation strategies are used to generate offsprings. In the bottom sub-population, a strategy adaptation, in which the trial vector generation strategies are periodically self-adapted by learning from their experiences in generating promising solutions in the top sub-population, is employed to choose a suitable trial vector generation strategy in each generation. Furthermore, the parameter adaptation principle of LSHADE44 is employed in both sup-populations in the proposed PPS-DE. In the push stage of PPS-DE, a CSOP is optimized without considering any constraints, which can help PPS-DE to cross infeasible regions in front of the global optimum. In the pull stage of PPS-DE, the CSOP is optimized with an improved epsilon constraint-handling method. The comprehensive experiments indicate that the proposed PPS-DE achieves significantly better results than the other seven constrained DEs on most of the benchmark problems provided in the CEC2018 competition on real parameter single objective optimization.
It is also worthwhile to point out that PPS technique is not only a powerful constraint-handling method but also a general search framework which is focus on solving optimization problems with constraints. Obviously, a lot of work need to be done to improve the performance of PPS-DE, such as, the enhanced constraint-handling mechanisms in the pull stage, the enhanced strategies to switch the search behavior, and the machine learning approaches integrated in the PPS framework. For another future work, the proposed PPS will be applied to solve constrained optimization problems with more than three objectives, i.e., constrained many-objective optimization problems, to further verify the effect of PPS. Some real-world optimization problems will also be used to test the performance of the PPS embedded in different DE variants. 
